Mobile sensors can track human states, the surrounding context, daily behaviors, and exposures to environmental risk factors in the natural field environment. Real-time analysis of such sensor data makes it possible to deliver personalized recommendations to improve health, wellness, and performance. Widely used GPS-navigation systems that provide just-in-time directions for traffic-aware navigation and activity trackers that help users set and achieve daily physical activity goals are widely used early examples.
The talk will use the example of MD2K's mobile big data platforms and recently developed markers to highlight the mobile computing, data modeling, and big data computing research challenges emerging in such mobile sensor systems. It will also expose the audience to unique validation challenges facing new sensor-based markers and sensor-triggered interventions that must work for each individual in their natural field environment and deliver high-utility with minimal burden. Finally, it will highlight novel privacy challenges emerging in such systems, which hold tremendous potential to improve health, wellness, and performance, but have tightly-coupled behavioral privacy challenges [3] . The talk will end by describing the vision of mobile self (mSelf) and emphasize the need to work in multidisciplinary teams to successfully realize this vision. 
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